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Abstract: This paper establishes a novel mathematical model to analyze the effects of government education and health
expenditures on the economic growth. Based on the Cobb-Douglas production function, the analysis of education and
health expenditures is conducted using the two-stage least square method and applying the Gaussian mixture model as the
estimation method. The results provide not only the long-term relationship between education and economic growth, but
also between health expenditure and economic growth. In addition, they show that both education and health expenditures
have different contributions to economic growth, resulting in unbalanced development in various districts. We also compare the per capita public health and education expenditures and their economic effects in different regions. We conclude
that the district with relatively less contribution may not necessarily increase their expenditure; hence, effective management may be more important. In accordance with the regional contribution divergence, the government should formulate
corresponding policies to improve the allocation of education and health resources and ensure rational capital flow among
regions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the economic development of a country, an increasing tendency emerges to place greater value on the quality of
life among its people. This emphasis places a higher demand
for medical and educational services. Many studies shown
that government expenditures, especially in health and education sectors, could bring positive effects on human capital,
at the end, boost economic growth while promoting equity
and reducing poverty. Previous empirical studies have found
that health and education expenditures widely vary in different countries. Educational expenditure has a pivotal role in
enhancing the quality of human capital, improving people’s
health, and promoting coordinated growth of the regional
economy. In China, educational expenditure can also promote economic development to some extent. However, it
presents an obvious regional discrepancy, that is, educational
expenditures in different regions have different roles when it
contributes to economic growth. When analyzing the relationship between health expenditure and economic growth
(measured by fiscal health spending), in most studies, the
authors regard “the insufficient fiscal health expenditure
scale” as one of the main difficulties in the health care reform in China. Ping (2003) thinks that fiscal expenditure on
public health accounting for total health expenditure in
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China is the lowest in the world, and farmers’ public health
expenditure which accounts for 80% of the population is in
the proportion of less than 20% [1]. Through the comparative analysis between China and other countries, Chen
(2009) finds that the structure of fiscal expenditure of public
health in our country is unreasonable by level of government, and the reason for this owns to the imperfect system
[2]. However, with the development of social economy, the
Government has also increased health input. Although the
growth rate of health spending has exceeded the GDP rate,
relevant issues (“poor access and high fees” and “being into
poverty by illness”) remain in China. These situations cause
public uncertainty on whether the inputs of health expenditure and the consumption of health resources are too much.
Moreover, questions on whether these conditions can be attributed to unreasonable distribution of expenditure and
whether the waste of resources comes from the ignorance of
regional difference have also emerged. Thus, the aim of this
paper is to conduct an analysis to help the Government determine the scale of educational and health expenditures as
well as weigh the rationality of resource allocation in different regions, so that it can comes up with appropriate policies
to guide the distribution of resources.
The rest of this paper as follows: In section 2,we review
the related theory about the effects of government education
and health expenditures on economic growth; In section 3,
we conduct the empirical research using the panel data of the
provinces in China; and section 4 provides the policy recommendations and conclusion.
2015 Bentham Open
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
In 1987, Schultz conducted a quantitative analysis of the
relationship between education expenditure and economic
growth of the United States from 1929 to 1957, demonstrating a 17% average yield of educational expenditure, which
accounts for 33% of the national income growth [3]. Based
on the Overlapping Generation Model, Docquier and Paddiso (2003) and Cruz (2006) selected the decision according
to the life-long maximum utility of individuals, in order to
illustrate the process of investing in education and how these
investments influence economic growth [4,5]. Blankenau
(2004) analysed the effect mechanism of education expenditure on economic growth based on the two-sector growth
model and pointed out that education expenditure can foster
the development of an economy [6]. Kleiman and Newhouse
conducted separate pioneering studies on the effects of
health expenditure. They both hold the view that a strong
positive correlation exists between National Health Expenditure (NHE) and GDP, and that per capita NHE is mainly
decided by per capita GNP or per capita income [7, 8].
Through further analysis of 13 developed countries,
Newhouse believes that the elasticity of health care expenditure is greater than that of income [8].
In the 1990s, Hansen and King and Blomqvist and Cater,
among others, used the time-series model in their studies and
stressed the stability of NHE and GDP to avoid spurious
regression [9, 10]. However, with the panel data model becoming more mature, especially with the proposal of a dynamic panel, many scholars have conducted studies based on
the panel data model. Panel data analyses eliminate the influence of multicollinearity in the time-series model as well
as enhance the flexibility and estimated efficiency. Rivera
and Currais analysed the rates of per capita GDP and NHE
using the panel data of 24 OECD countries from 1960 to
1990, and reported that per capita GDP increased by 2.1% to
2.2% for every 1% increase in health expenditure [11]. In
another study, they analyzed 17 regions of Spain from 1973
to 1993, and demonstrated that per capita GDP increased by
0.16% for every 1% increase in health expenditure [12]. Recently, the existence of coordination and causality between
NHE and GDP has also become a hot topic among foreign
scholars. For example, Gerdtham and Lothgren demonstrated
a long and stable relationship between NHE and GDP using
the panel co-integration test [13]. Clementa et al. obtained
the same result in their study [14]. Bloom and Canning also
explained this relationship, in which, an increase in NHE can
lead to an increase in the insurance and wealth of workers; in
turn, these enhanced labour efficiency and promoted economic growth [15]. Tan (2005) reported that the increase in
health expenditure in China can affect the whole nation’s
health condition and enhance the fitness level of its population, thus it can create an external environment for increasing
national economy and social fortune [16]. Geng (2008) demonstrates that public health expenditure has higher elastic
coefficient and contribution rate—even higher than that of
human capital; however, the long-term economy shows less
growth, which is not accompanied by public health spending
[17]. Other studies have focused on the relationship between
economic growth and fiscal health expenditure. However,
only a few of these have been reported, especially the analy-
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sis based on modern statistical tools. In 2004, Wang conducted an empirical study on this relationship using data
from 1993 to 1999, which divided China into the East, the
Middle, and the West. He pointed out that the contributions
of per capita public health expenditure on per capita GDP are
0.21, 0.13 and 0.96, respectively, showing the apparent characteristics of various stages in the regional economic growth,
namely, high-low-high trend [18].
Based on the above review, scholars have carried out
some sound explorations on the effects of education and
health expenditures on economic growth. However, when
using panel data analysis, the research between countries is
more than that of different regions within a country. Different countries have different systems; thus, the research results cannot be reliable. About the studies of China, the relationship between education and health expenditures and
GDP are dealt with direct linear regression analysis. However, this kind of analysis lacks the stability test of data and
produces bias for missing important explanatory variables.
Therefore, we need to reestablish an economic growth model
of education and health expenditures based on the analysis of
the effects among provinces, with emphasis on the growth
factor.
3. MODEL CONSTRUCTION
The Neoclassic Production Growth model, in which capital and labor are constant returns to scale, attempts to explain
long-term economic growth by looking at capital accumulation, labor or population growth, and technological progress
as exogenous observables. Scholars after it have added human capital as a factor of production in the Solow-Swan
model. When the measurement was taken on human capital,
only the index of education was used and the index of health
was excluded. However, without workers who are equipped
with the basic level of education and health, the economy
cannot achieve a long-term growth. Thus, the economic
growth model should also consider the factors of education
and health. We adopt the Cobb-Douglas production function
and added the economic growth model of fiscal health expenditure as follows:

Yit = K it (Eit H it
where Yit , Eit , H it ,

)( A L )

μ

it

it

μ = 1     ,

Ait , and Lit represent the total output,

physical capital, educational expenditure, fiscal health expenditure, and technological level and labour forces in time
t at region i , respectively, and    μ symbolize the
corresponding variable elasticity. We assume that the growth
rate of L and A are exogenous factors and are already
given as g and n , respectively. These variables meet the
conditions given by L(t ) = L(0)e nt and A(t ) = A(0)e gt . In
addition, all the variables are assumed to have the same production function and depreciation. After a set of mathematical deductions, the model can be obtained as follows:
ln( yˆ it ) =
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Metric method and source of variables.

Variables

Metrics

ŷ 

Practitioners’ real per capita GDP in constant prices of 1978

sk

Total amount of fixed assets/GDP

se

Fiscal education expenditure/GDP

sh

Fiscal health expenditure/GDP

China Health Statistical Yearbook from 1999 to 2010

n

Population growth rate

Statistical Yearbook from 2001 to 2011

g +

0.05 as the approximate estimation

For further consideration, we bring in the one-step-delay
variables as explaining variables to avoid missing the important variables, which can lead to estimation bias. The dynamic panel data regression model is presented as follows:
ln( yˆ it ) =  ln( yˆ i ,t 1 ) +
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ln( skit ) + ln seit + ln( shit )
μ
μ
μ

( )

1 μ
ln (nit + git +  it ) + vit + uit
μ

(i = 1, 2 31, t = 1, 210) ,
where yˆ it  stands for the per capita GDP of i province at
year t ; skit , seit , and shit represent the physical capital, educational expenditure, and rate of fiscal health expenditure,
respectively; and git , nit , and  it are the growth rates of
technology, workforce and depreciation, respectively.
4. DATA ANALYSIS
Data were obtained from 31 provinces, autonomous regions, and municipalities in China from 2001 to 2011. The
metrics of each variable are shown in Chart 1.
In the Statistical Yearbook of China in 2007, the number
of employment population default in 2006 and the data of
each Provincial Statistical Yearbook are inconsistent with
the China Statistical Yearbook. In addition, the 2006 data
cannot be replaced by the data from the Provincial Statistical
Yearbook in 2007. Therefore, we used the average employment data of 2005 and 2007 to replace these data.
A: Panel Unit Root Test. Considering the time trend and
spurious regression among the data, panel unit root test and
co-integration test was conducted for the variables, after
which we ran a regression analysis to achieve sensible regression results. Through the analysis of the evolutionary
process of unbalanced panel data, scholars have found that
the estimator of the limiting distribution is Gauss distribution. These results are also commonly applied on panel data
with heteroscedasticity to establish an early version of the
panel unit root test. Recently, the LLC method of unit root
test is proposed to improve these test results. The test results
of the ADF-Fisher unit root and they are listed (See chart 2)
in this paper. When these two kinds of tests reject the null

Data Sources

Statistical Yearbook from 2001 to 2011
GDP from 2005 to 2008 was revised after the second economic census

hypothesis, the series are stable, otherwise the series are unstable.
Chart 2 shows that the statistics of ADF-Fisher and LLC
of the ln yˆ  , ln yˆ  (1) , ln sk , ln se and ln sh sequences are
larger than the critical value; however, after the first order
difference, they all rejected the existence of the unit root.
Thus, the test results show that ln yˆ  , ln yˆ  (1) , ln sk , ln se ,
and ln sh are integrated to order 1. The result of the LLC test
for the ln(n + g +  ) sequence shows that it rejected the null
hypothesis. However, the statistical result of the ADF-Fisher
exhibited the opposite, that is, after the first order difference,
the sequence became stationary. Thus, ln(n + g +  ) is integrated to order1.
B: Panel co-integration Test. The results of the panel unit
root test show that all the sequences are integrated to order 1
and meet the necessary conditions for the co-integration
equation. Thus, we continue the co-integration test of the
panel data. Considering stability, the Pedroni test based on
the panel co-integration residual error was used under the
condition that the null hypothesis had no co-integration in
dynamic multivariate regression. The results of the Kao test
using the extended test of DF and ADF are also listed (see
Chart 3).
According to the proof of Pedroni, the effects of panel
ADF-Statistic, Group ADF-Statistic are better in small samples, while the Panel v-Statistic has fewer effects. From the
estimated values in Chart 3, the Pedroni’s panel ADFStatistic, panel PP-Statistic, Group ADF-Statistic, and the
test result of Kao’s ADF value all reject the null hypothesis,
which is not co-integrated at a 1% significant level, thus
supporting the long existence of integration.
C: Long-term Equation Estimation. To explore the impacts of fiscal health expenditure on economic growth, we
conduct an empirical analysis on the theoretical model. In
the model, the explained variables and explaining variables
have interactive relationships. The explained variables of
dynamic interconnected terms and the random variables may
also have a relationship. To avoid these hindrances and to
strengthen the stability of the model, we adopted the fixedeffects model with AR (P) (GLS), two-stage least squares
method (TSLS), and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to
estimate the theoretical model (see Chart 4).
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Panel unit root test for variables.

Variables Sequences

Test form (C, T)

Statistics of ADF-Fisher

Statistics of LLC

Results

ln yˆ 

(C, N)

51.77(0.82)

-1.13(0.23)

I(1)

 ln yˆ 

(C, N)

200.80(0.00)

-17.12(0.00)

I(0)

ln yˆ  ( 1)

(C, N)

46.77(0.92)

2.67(0.99)

I(1)

ˆ  ( 1)
 ln y

(C, N)

159.06(0.00)

-15.35(0.00)

I(0)

ln sk

(C, N)

26.30(1.00)

5.33(1.00)

I(1)

 ln sk

(C, N)

98.52(0.002)

-5.91(0.00)

I(0)

ln se

(C, N)

41.93(0.98)

-0.61(0.27)

I(1)

 ln se

(C, T)

115.57(0.00)

-16.56(0.00)

I(0)

ln sh

(C, T)

27.92(0.99)

2.07(0.98)

I(1)

 ln sh

(C, T)

111.50(0.00)

-11.56(0.00)

I(0)

ln( n + g +  )

(N, N)

73.94(0.14)

-4.23(0.00)

I(1)

 ln( n + g +  )

(C, N)

241.68(0.00)

-16.69(0.00)

I(0)

Note: (C, T) represents the test form, where C means having constant terms and T means having time trend. The values in the brackets correspond to a P value.

Chart 3.

Test for co-integration.
Statistics

Pedroni
Test

Kao Test

Panel v-Statistic

-3.205854

Panel rho-Statistic

3.698949

panel PP-Statistic

-18.23064***

panel ADF-Statistic

-9.532062***

Panel v-Statistic

7.063848

Group PP-Statistic

-20.56568***

Group ADF-Statistic

-8.921350***

ADF

-10.53630***

Note: *, **, and *** show that they are greatly related with 0.1, 0.05 and 0.001, respectively.

Based on the regression results, the general model is significant and has high coefficient of determination, regardless
of the kind of method used in the regression. From the aspect
of each influencing factors, most of the variables can pass
the significance test and stay at high levels. We also find that
there are different coefficients before each variable for different methods, which may be due to the different selection
of instrumental variables. However, the effect trend of the
dependent variable is consistent. GMM can solve the endogenous problems and individual effects. Therefore, we can
use the GMM regression results to analyse the impact of
investment in education and health on economic growth.
Investments related to health are included in fiscal health
expenditures, and can produce a certain positive effect on

economic growth. When the other condition is kept constant,
the economic growth increases by 0.148% for every 1% addition to health expenditure. Meanwhile, education expenditure also promotes economic growth. Its influence coefficient is 0.2886, that is, each 1% increase in education expenditure leads to a 0.2886% increase in economic growth.
Compared with other estimates, which only analyse the impacts of education human capital to economic growth, the
elastic value is lower in domestic studies. The results of previous research show that the elastic value ranges between
0.46 and 0.55, indicating that health human capital has a role
in economic growth.
To further analyse the effects of education and health expenditure on economic growth as well as to weigh the rationality of resource allocation in different regions in the
theoretical model, we assume that the effects varied in different regions (i.e., different regions obtained different values of ln se and ln sh ). In the estimations of ln se and ln sh
based on varying-coefficient models, in which other variables are regarded as control variables, the coefficients of
dependent control variables showed few differences with
those in Chart 4. Therefore, only the coefficients before
ln se and ln sh are listed (see Chart 5).
Chart 5 shows that education and health expenditures
have different contributions to economic growth, leading to
unbalanced development in different regions. In such provinces as Xinjiang, Jilin and Hubei, both expenditures have
greater contribution, indicating that the scales of expenditure
are at reasonable levels or the marginal revenues remain at a
high level. However, the lower contribution areas, such as
Qinghai, Tianjin and Inner Mongolia, do not represent the
need of increasing investment. The lower contributions may
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Estimation results.

The dependent variables, ln yˆ

GLS Method with AR (1)

Estimation of TSLS

DIF GMM Estimation

1.426511***

0.578444***

--

0.818478***

0.893217***

0.627079***

ln sk

0.112596***

0.062708***

0.163616***

ln se

0.077828**

-0.096389

0.305805***

ln(n + g +  )

-0.048510***

-0.069818***

-0.059617***

ln sh

0.048042**

0.046107***

0.156792***

AR (1)

-0.246503***

--

--

Adjusted R-squared

0.988202

0.993662

--

 predicted values

0.107387

0.058616

0.154411

 predicted values

0.074227

--

0.288600



0.0458193

0.043098

0.147970

Const

ln( yˆ


i ,t 1

)

predicted values

Note: *, **, *** show that they are greatly related with 0.1, 0.05 and 0.001, respectively.

Chart 5.

Coefficients of the influence of education and health expenditures of different regions on provincial economic growth.

Regions

ln se
Coefficient

ln sh

Coefficient

Regions

ln se

ln sh

Coefficient

Coefficient

Beijing

-0.18207***

0.154673***

Hubei

0.925642***

0.425216***

Tianjin

-0.12214***

-0.36827***

Hunan

0.300011**

0.094908**

Hebei

-0.04994**

0.049802***

Guangdong

0.038675***

0.059273***

Shanxi

0.297621***

0.28732**

Guangxi

0.360632**

0.204331***

Inner Mongolia

-0.10684***

-0.1497***

Hainan

0.117555***

0.097505***

Liaoning

-0.19572*

0.014437***

Chongqing

-0.40178***

-0.18004**

Jilin

0.634598***

0.28876**

Sichuan

0.090527***

0.05241**

Heilongjiang

0.223631***

0.206501**

Guizhou

0.300166***

0.121192***

Shanghai

0.054115***

-0.01598***

Yunnan

0.526784**

0.373686***

Jiangsu

0.244304***

0.28067***

Xizang

-0.15429***

-0.05846***

Zhejiang

-0.01538*

0.090754***

Shanxi

0.44171**

0.135715***

Anhui

-0.29778***

-0.05372***

Gansu

0.107906***

0.087327***

Fujian

0.393186***

0.217338***

Qinghai

-0.38932***

-0.37738***

Jiangxi

0.441065***

0.221254***

Ningxia

0.271853***

-0.01786***

Shandong

0.632549***

0.306305***

Xinjiang

0.302854***

0.367793***

Henan

-0.17525***

-0.02387***

Note: *, **, *** show that they are greatly related with 0.1, 0.05 and 0.001, respectively.

be due to the relatively high local expenditure, which crowd
out corresponding physical capital accumulation. Therefore,
the categories of Chart 6 are classified based on the values of

contribution and fiscal health expenditures among provinces.
We then analyze the scales and effects of education and
health investment in various provinces (Chart 6).
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Classifications of the effects of education and health expenditures on economic growth among different regions.
Ranking of Provinces per Capita Educational Expenditure

Greatest effect on
economic growth

Top 10

11th–20 th

21th–31 th

Top 10

11th–20th

21th–31th

Yunnan, Xinjiang

Jilin, Shanxi, Jiangsu, Fujian,
Heilongjiang

Hubei, Shandong
Jiangxi

Xinjiang

Jilin, Yunnan,
Shaanxi, Fujian

Hubei, Shandong,
Jiangxi, Guangxi,
Guizhou

Beijing, Zhejiang

Shaanxi, Hainan,
Gansu, Guangdong

Guangxi, Guizhou,
Hunan, Sichuan

Ningxia, Shanghai,
Guangdong

Shanxi, Jiangsu,
Heilongjiang,
Hainan, Gansu,

Hunan, Sichuan,

Liaoning

Hebei, Chongqing,
Anhui, Henan

Zhejiang, Inner
Mongolia, Tianjin,
Tibet, Beijing,
Qinghai

Liaoning

Hebei, Henan,
Anhui, Chongqing

(Top 10)
General effect
on economic
growth
(ranking 11–20)
Less effect
or restraint on
economic growth
(ranking 21–31)

Tibet, Shanghai,
Qinghai, Tianjin,
Ningxia, Inner
Mongolia

Note: The rankings of the per capita fiscal health and education expenditures were obtained from the average values from 2001 to 2010.

Chart 6 shows that the expenditures in Hebei,
Chongqing, Anhui and Henan provinces have fewer effects
on economic growth and that the government inputs are
lower than those in other provinces. Low education and
health expenditures may not provide a healthy workforce and
help the citizens adapt to modernized production processes.
Such inadequacy can influence the long-term economic development of these provinces. Moreover, the slow economic
growth reduces the government’s ability to initiate further
development, thus producing a vicious cycle. Therefore,
these provinces should increase expenditures in education
and health to maintain long-term economic development.
Second, although the expenditures in Tibet, Qinghai,
Tianjin and Inner Mongolia provinces are high, their contributions to economic growth remain low. Insufficient investment is no longer the bottleneck that restricts education as
well as health care reform and economic development in
these provinces. In fact, their higher contributions may disregard other public investments and physical capital accumulation, which can lead to wasted social health resources and
stifled economic growth.
Finally, health and education expenditures in Hubei,
Shanxi, Jiangxi, Guangxi and Guizhou provinces are lower,
but their contributions to economic growth are greater, indicating large regional differences with the same scales of investment in economic growth. Thus, these provinces should
reasonably allocate resources according to local conditions.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
In this work, we conducted an empirical study on the effects of government education and health expenditures on
economic growth among provinces in China. We used panel
data of 31 provinces from 2001 to 2011. Based on the CobbDouglas production function, an economic growth model
was established, in which education and health expenditures
were added. This model used estimation methods, including
TSLS and GMM. The main conclusions are summarized
below.

(1) Education and health expenditures have important
roles in promoting the economy. Although current education
and health expenditures are increasing, they do not reflect
public doubts about the excessive consumption of education
and health resources. The fiscal health expenditure does not
disregard other public investments and physical capital accumulation, or the effect is not enough to promote economic
growth. At the same time, health expenditure is a pure consumptive expenditure of the government and individuals that
has investment-profit orientation. Therefore, regional governments should provide significant attention to the expenditure of health.
(2) The contributions of education and health expenditures to economic growth vary in different regions in China.
The contributions in Xinjiang, Jilin, Hubei, Fujian and Jiangxi provinces are greater, whereas the contributions in
Tibet, Qinghai, Tianjin, Inner Mongolia, Liaoning, Hebei,
Henan, Anhui and other provinces are relatively low. On the
one hand, the region with small scale expenditures on education and health and smaller contributions to economic
growth are able to strengthen their expenditures. On the
other hand, the regions with higher economic growth rates
have reasonable levels of education and health expenditure
scales, that is, the fiscal health expenditures are at the stage
of higher marginal revenues.
(3) Lower contribution to economic growth does not
mean that the government must increase its education and
health expenditures; in such case, effective management
should be an important issue to consider. Tibet, Qinghai,
Tianjin, Inner Mongolia, and other provinces have high education and health expenditures, but their contributions to
economic growth are small. Therefore, for these provinces,
insufficient investments no longer comprise the bottleneck
that restricts education as well as health care reform and economic development. In fact, such higher contributions may
disregard other public investments and physical capital
accumulation that, in turn, may lead to wasted social health
resources and stifled economic growth.

Mathematical Models and Effectiveness Analysis
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(4) Based on the regional difference effects of education
and health expenditures, policies must be created to improve
the quality of expenditures among regions and the capability
to allocate health resources and guide rational capital flow
between regions. In provinces with insufficient expenditures,
priority should be given to increase their scales as well as the
marginal effect of education and health expenditures. Meanwhile, in the provinces with sufficient investments, effective
management should be conducted to enable them to lead
insufficient provinces and guide capital flow between regions.
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